I/O BRAKE CABLE

(CABLE: BRK NPAQ-15DU-9A)

HOST STAGE WITH "BRK23" OPTION

BRAKE PIGTAIL LENGTH THE SAME AS STAGE'S LIMIT INTERFACE CABLE LENGTH

TWIST LEADS AND COVER WITH BLACK SHRINK TUBING

1 decimeter = 3.937 inches

CABLE LABEL:
(LAB BLANK>PDL-7/DAT-40-292-1/SLSH20375(for cables))

CABLE:
ECX01124. (4 COND. 22 AWG GSC-01-22573-00)

DA15P CONNECTOR (ECK00100)
DA15 BACKSHELL (ECK01022)

(1) ECK00005 (SOCKET 9 PIN 126-222 AMPHENOL W/HOOD)
(1) EH00259 (CLIP RETAINING 126-1069-2 AMPHENOL)

#22 BLK
#22 RED
#22 WHT
#22 YEL/GRN
#22 GRN/YEL
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